Link prediction is a demanding task in real-world scenarios, such as recommender systems, which targets to predict the unobservable links between different objects by learning network-structured data. In this paper, we propose a novel multi-view graph convolutional neural network (MV-GCN) model to solve this problem based on Matrix Completion method by simultaneously exploiting the interactive relationship and the content information of different objects. Unlike existing approaches directly concatenate the interactive and content information as a single view, the proposed MV-GCN improves the accuracy of the predictions by restricting the consistencies on the graph embedding from multiple views. Experimental results on six primary benchmark datasets, including two homogeneous datasets and four heterogeneous datasets, both show that MV-GCN outperforms the recent state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Link prediction [1] - [3] is a common task which aims at finding the possible and unobservable associations (or links) between two objects by learning the known networkstructured data of the graph. It is very demanding in many real-world scenarios, such as social network [4] , recommender systems [5] , protein function prediction [6] , and many other industry applications. There are many studies [7] , [8] have been proposed for dealing with this task, which target to predict interactive relationships between different node objects by capturing the structural information of graph nodes. Graph embedding based strategies [8] , [9] , which can boost various graph data modeling and analysis tasks, play a significant role [10] - [13] for addressing this problem. Typical examples include potential friends mining for social network users in Twitter [14] , preferred movies mining for users in Netflix recommendation [15] and the missing edges prediction in a graph [16] . In particular, with the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shirui Pan . development of graph convolutional network (GCN) [9] , [17] - [19] , the graph embedding technology has been widely employed in recommender systems. These GCN like methods define a layer-wise propagation rule for neural network models that operate directly on the graph and have been performed well in link (or edge) prediction [8] and node classification tasks [20] .
Most recently proposed graph embedding [10] , [11] , [21] works are generally focused on the interactive relationships between different objects in the network. In practice, they ignore the additional graph node features. For example, in a user-item bipartite graph in e-commerce, the user nodes usually have profile features (i.e. gender, age, and income), and items may also have profile features such as publish time, content, and category. In addition, in a paper citation network, each paper node has text content.
To address this challenge, several works [7] , [22] are encouraged to encode the interactive information based on the graph-structured data with the node content, which have greatly improved the predictive performance of possible links. However, there are two challenging issues are faced VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ by such graph embedding methods: i) Most of them are unsupervised and usually used to deal with homogeneous network [7] , where a single type of nodes are considered. However, they lack the flexibility to a certain degree, which means that they can only deal with the graphs with a fixed structure. Matrix completion methods [23] , [24] , which helps provide link prediction in a network, can alleviate such problems and improve the flexibility of the model. ii) Traditional graph embedding methods integrate the network structural information and node features for link prediction by simply concatenate the interactive and content information as a single view. In fact, both of these two factors can be treated as two different views for a node in the graph, and the consistency of them can also provide important information for link prediction. Besides, some multi-view works generally [25] - [27] focus on multi-graph classification, which is not suitable for link prediction within one graph. However, none of the approaches have combined matrix completion, GCN and multi-view learning to address the above challenges, and this paper proposes a novel multiview graph convolutional (MV-GCN) neural network algorithm based on matrix completion to improve the predictive accuracy of possible links. The flow chart of the whole algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . i) To improve the flexibility of existing graph embedding networks frameworks, we propose to encode the interactive information by utilizing the graph convolutional neural network, and propose a hybrid collaborative filtering model to combine the content information with the collaborative filtering algorithms [23] , [24] based on the matrix factorization. ii) Motivated by multi-view learning [28] , [29] , this paper provides an enhanced auto-encoder to investigate the graph embedding by enhancing the consistency between the views of the graph-based information and the content information. Experimental results show that our proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art methods both on homogeneous and heterogeneous networks in general link prediction tasks and a specified one (i.e. rating prediction task).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews some previous work. Section III first introduces the problem statement and the general framework to address the problem. Then we extend our proposed method from a single view to multiple views. Section IV compares our method to the existing state-of-the-art methods on six benchmark datasets including two homogeneous datasets and four heterogeneous datasets. In the end, we provide a few concluding remarks and discussions on our future research directions.
II. RELATED WORK
This section reviews partially related works of matrix completion, multi-view learning, and graph neural networks.
A. MATRIX COMPLETION ALGORITHMS
Traditional Matrix Completion (MC) algorithms [30] - [32] have studied matrix completion task from various perspectives. Specifically, [30] provides sound theoretical results of this task, which is regarded as the classical matrix completion approach. The inductive matrix completion (IMC) algorithms ( [31] , [32] ) are introduced to address the matrix completion task by incorporating with the content information. Besides, [33] presents a probabilistic matrix factorization method named PMF which models the graph edges as two lower-ranks vertex production. Inspired by the restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) based collaborative filtering (CF) model and neural autoregressive distribution estimator (NADE), CF-NADE method [34] combines neural auto-regressive architecture for collaborative filtering, which can handle vertex with variable length.
In recent studies, graph-based methods have been explored to solve the matrix completion task, and the efficiencies of them have been shown in various benchmark datasets.
The graph regularized matrix factorization (GRMF) method [35] utilizes the node similarity by adding a graph Laplacian regularizer in its objective function. The geometric matrix completion (GMC) algorithm [36] first introduces the geometric structure in solving the matrix completion problem. Based on this work, the graph regularized alternating least squares (GRALS) algorithm [37] solves the matrix completion task for datasets of a large scale. The transductive learning over Product Graphs (TOP) [38] projects the node similarity onto a unified product graph for semi-supervised belief propagation.
B. MULTI-VIEW LEARNING
Multi-view learning is a popular machine learning paradigm, which aims at handling the instances with multiple features views [39] . Some detailed surveys about this framework can be found in [29] , [40] . A large portion of multi-view learning literatures mainly focus on supervised (or semi-supervised settings) learning tasks, such as recommendation [41] and classification [42] , [43] . Besides, Some other works consider an unsupervised setting. For example, in [44] , multiview learning is used to improve spectral clustering; whereas in [45] , the focus is to tackle the corrupted view with intraview and inter-view noises.
Recently, multi-view learning has also been used to solve the matrix completion problem. An overall review of recent multi-view embedding models can be found in [46] . Among them, a notable method is deep canonical correlation analysis (DCCA), which extends the original canonical correlation analysis by learning embedding for each view with a deep neural network and then enforcing the maximal correlation across two views' embedding [47] .
In fact, only a small part of the multi-view embedding work considers graph data. For example, text-associated Deep-Walk (TADW) learns network representation by incorporating text features of vertices [48] .Cross-view local discriminant analysis (CLODA) [49] applies multi-view face recognition by preserving the local structure and the discriminant information of both intra-view and inter-view. Reference [50] applies multi-view clustering via the non-negative matrix factorization.
Besides, [51] uses the multi-view matrix completion with content information. MERGE [52] applies multiview to unsupervised graph embedding. Both of these approaches achieve great success in clustering tasks. However, to our best knowledge, applying multi-views to integrate the graph-structured information and content information on heterogeneous networks has not been explored well yet.
C. GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS
Graph structures, which are widely used in representing complex relationships in real-world data, have played an important role in data mining and machine learning. With the development of representation learning, several graph neural networks [53] - [56] have been proposed, which makes it possible to analyze non-Euclidean structures using deep learning techniques. These papers [9] , [18] , [19] provide a very comprehensive survey, including the categories and applications, etc., of graph neural networks (GNN) in different research areas.
The graph convolutional networks (GCN) [17] method is based on an efficient variant of convolutional neural networks, which applies a first-order Chebyshev approximation on the spectral convolution operation [57] to analyze the homogenous network, such as citation network and knowledge graph. DGCNN [58] proposes a SortPool method to transform arbitrary size graphs, which are homogenous networks, into fixed-size grid structures, then apply traditional convolution networks for graph classification.
Recently, the matrix completion algorithm based on graph convolutional neural networks (GC-MC) [22] , [59] has greatly improved the performance on the matrix completion tasks compared with the existing graph-based matrix completion tasks.
The GC-MC algorithm [22] solves matrix completion as a classification problem, which is not probable in some scenarios. For example, Jester dataset is not applicable to the GC-MC method since the ratings are arbitrary rational numbers from −10 to 10. The graph convolutional matrix completion for bipartite edge prediction (GCMC-BEP) [60] learns both from the homogenous and heterogeneous graphs. It utilizes the GCN for vertex embedding by using the first-order Chebyshev approximation to reduce time complexity.
In the following section, we propose our methodology which aims at link prediction tasks by collaborating the graph-structured information with content information.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we propose our Multi-View Graph Convolutional Neural Networks (MV-GCN) with matrix completion on both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks for link prediction tasks and a specified one (i.e. rating prediction task), respectively. MV-GCN integrates the auto-encoding from the interactive information view and content information view by enforcing their consistencies. In this paper, we first state the studied problems and the general framework of our algorithm. Next, the auto-encoders are introduced to encode both the graph interactive information and node information into low dimensional space in both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks. Finally, the overall objective function is introduced which can effectively show the utilization of multiple views. 
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT & GENERAL FRAMEWORK
Suppose G = {W , M, F} represents a homogeneous graph, where W is a collection of the nodes in graph G. M is the adjacency matrix and F is the collection of the content information, rows are corresponding to the side information of nodes. The interactive information of graph and side information is treated as two different views of each node.
To predict the edge scores, we propose the MV-GCN algorithm with matrix completion which utilizes the two different views more effectively. Figure 1 presents the framework of our proposed algorithm. The left are the graph interactive information while the right are the content information.
The proposed MV-GCN firstly use graph convolutional neural networks to encode the graph interactive information, and a deep neural network to encode the content information, respectively. It then generates two embedding vectors in a d-dimensional common space for each node. To efficiently model the relational of multiple views, MV-GCN enforces the consistencies of the graph interactive information embedding and content embedding. Finally, the scores of edges are calculated by the dot product of the node embeddings. Figure 2 illustrates the framework of MV-GCN applies in heterogeneous networks. The left is the graph interactive information and content information. The unobservable links are predicted based on the auto-encodings for users and items. The auto-encodings are integrated based on the multiple views with constraints on the consistencies. Link Prediction Given a pair of vertices v i , v j from the same graph G = {W , M, F} and its rating score s ij , where s ij = M ij is the weight of the edge between v i and v j , the purpose of rating prediction is to learn a function f : (v, v) → s that maps the vertices pair to its rating score.
B. AUTO-ENCODERS FOR MULTIPLE VIEWS
Homogeneous Networks GCN [17] , [57] was originally proposed for homogeneous networks, and it has been studied to auto-encode the graph information into low dimensional embeddings, which has demonstrated its effectiveness in node classification and link prediction task. Therefore we use GCN to extract the graph interactive information.
Suppose we encode the interactive information using a two-layer graph convolutional network, the latent graph interactive embeddings P G ∈ R n×d of nodes can be constructed as follows:
where W G 1 and W G 2 are trainable parameters controlling the encoders for nodes. X are the interactive features of nodes, e.g. adjacency matrix of the graph, σ 1 and σ 2 are two activation functions,M = M + I andD is the diagonal matrix defined asD = diag(d1, d2, ..., dn), d i = iM ij , A feed-forward neural network is used to encode the node information into a low dimentional latent space. The latent node information embeddings P F ∈ R n×d is calculated as:
where σ 1 and σ 2 are two activation functions, W F1 and W F2 are trainable parameters controlling the encoders for nodes, b 1 and b 2 are bias. Heterogeneous Networks Recently, GCN has been extended to heterogeneous networks to solve the matrix completion task in [22] . In this work, we refer GCN on heterogeneous graphs as the HGCN model. To auto-encode heterogeneous graph information using HGCN, the rating matrix or the conjugate matrix needs to be reconstructed as follows:
where M ∈ R m×n is the original rating matrix or the conjunction neural matrix between m users and n items.
The diagonal matrix needs to be reconstructed as follows:
Suppose we encode the relative information by using a two-layer graph convolutional network, the latent features for users P U ∈ R m×d and items P I ∈ R n×d can be constructed as follows:
.
where W G 1 and W G 2 are trainable parameters controlling the encoders for users and items respectively. X are the one-hot encoder embeddings for the nodes in the graph. σ 1 and σ 2 are two activation functions,M = M +I andD is the diagonal
Two feed-forward neural networks are used to encode the user information and item information into a low dimensional latent space. The latent user/item information embeddings P F ∈ R (m+n)×d is calculated as:
where σ 1 and σ 2 are two activation functions, W U 1 , W U 2 , W I 1 and W I 2 are trainable parameters controlling the encoders for nodes, b U 1 , b U 2 , b I 1 and b I 2 are bias.
C. MULTIPLE-VIEW OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The latent features of nodes depend on both views from the interactive information and the content information. The graph interactive information can be auto-encoded based on the graph-based model. In this paper, we use GCN to autoencode the graph information. In addition, the content information is represented as features of the nodes. For example, for nodes representing the users, they contain the information including but not limited to age, gender, and occupation. For nodes representing the items, they might contain the content information or similarity information. We use a forward neural network to auto-encode the content information.
For convenience, we denote
are trainable variables for heterogeneous networks. Let P G and P F denotes the graph interactive latent embeddings and node information embeddings constructed by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 for homogeneous networks or Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 for heterogeneous networks.
Motivated by multi-view learning [28] , [29] , we allow the two views (P G and P F ) to reinforce each other, so as to obtain a better graph embedding. We enforce their consistencies using the equation as follows:
where λ 2 is a regularity parameter. Then the consensus features P for nodes are constructed by a linear combination of the two sources of encoding as follows:
Based on Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, the overall objective function with matrix completion is formulated as follows:
whereM ij = P i , P j + µ + µ i + µ j .
D. LEARNING ALGORITHM
To optimized Equation (7), we use the Adam [36] , an algorithm for first-order gradient-based optimization of stochastic objective functions, based on adaptive estimates of lowerorder moments. The learning algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. At line 1, we initialize all the parameters W * and b * . At line 3, we calculate the nodes graph-based latent vector P G using a two-layer GCN. At line 3 and line 4, we project the side information of nodes into P F , on the same space with the GCN-based latent features. Lastly, at lines 8 and 9, we update W * and b * by their gradients calculated using Adam. 
Calculate the gradient of ∂W * and ∂b * by Adam 7:
Update the parameters: The two primary homogeneous datasets are CiteSeer and Cora. The task of the homogeneous datasets is to predict the missing citations for a given publication. The four primary heterogeneous datasets used in this paper are MovieLense-100K (ML-100K), Flixster, Douban, and Jester. The task of the heterogeneous datasets is to predict the user's rating of items. Dataset statistics are summarized in Table 2 and 1.
We will describe the datasets and the experimental settings in detail for each dataset in the following section.
1) HOMOGENEOUS DATASETS

CiteSeer [61] & Cora [62]
These two datasets are publications citation networks with 2708 and 3312 scientific publications respectively, and the citation links are 5429 and 4732 respectively. Each dataset has a sparse binary feature vector, indicating whether or not a specific word is present within the publication. The task is to predict the missing citations for a given publication. We follow the preprocessed of [60] , which randomly splits the datasets into train/validation/test sets with the ratio of 80/10/10. The GCN network is set to two layers and the activation function is signmoid.
2) HETEROGENEOUS DATASETS
ML-100K
This dataset is collected from the MovieLens movie recommendation system. Besides the rating information, the dataset contains content information of users and movies. The content information for users includes age, gender, and occupation. Movies' genres are recorded as well.
The datasets are split with the ratio of 80/20 as the training set and test set accordingly [22] . This indicates that we keep 80% of the ratings as observable ratings and convert 20% of the ratings as unobservable ratings. From the training set, we randomly select 20% of the training rating records as the validation set to optimize the hyper-parameters for this experiment. The activation function used in the HGCN is tanh. The layer size of the HGCN model and the dimension for the auto-encoding is 64. The learning rate is set to be 0.01.
Flixster & Douban For these two datasets, we use the preprocessed subsets provided by [56] . 10% of the training ratings are used as the validation set to optimize the hyperparameters in our model. The activation function used in the HGCN is tanh. The layer size of the HGCN model and the dimension for the auto-encoding chosen for Flixster and Douban are 32 and 64 respectively. The learning rate is set to be 0.004.
Jester Jester dataset collects anonymous ratings from the Jester online joke recommender system. We subgraph 10,000 users from all users. The extracted dataset has nearly 300,000 ratings. All ratings are randomly separated by 90/10 train/test split [22] . 20% of the training set is used as the validation set to optimize the hyper-parameters. The activation function used in the first layer is the tanh function. And the activation function used in the second layer is sigmoid. The layer size of the HGCN model and the dimension for the auto-encoding chosen for this dataset is 64. The learning rate is set to be 0.005. Note that, we rescale the ratings used for this dataset by shifting the ratings to be positive numbers since 0 is used for unobservable links.
B. EVALUATION METRIC
For homogeneous datasets CiteSeer and Cora, we follow the evaluation methods used in [60] , which treats each edge as query and evaluates the methods by Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain@3 (NDCG@3) on the ranking list. As to heterogeneous datasets MovieLen-100k, Douban, Flixter, and Jester, we follow [22] , which evaluated the performances by the root mean squared error (RMSE), which has been widely used in collaborative filtering evaluations [34] , [63] . The RMSE method is defined in Equation (9) .
where M ij is the rating of user i on item j defined above,M ij is the predicted rating, T is the observable test set and |T | is the total number of observable ratings in the test set.
C. BASELINE MODELS
In this work, we compare our proposed method with several matrix completion methods and start-of-the-art neural network methods in both homogeneous and heterogeneous datasets. Baseline models are listed in Table 3 from four perspectives.
The MF-only methods, including but not limited to biased-SVD, NMF, and MC, learn the latent features with only network structure. Such methods cannot efficiently encode the complex relationships between vertexes. Our proposed model efficiently encodes the complex relationships with GCN.
Besides, enriching content information in the task improves performance (GRALS, sRGNN, GC-MC, and sRGCNN). However, concatenating the content information directly with the relative information does not consider the consistency using different views. Motivated by the progress in multi-view learning and matrix completion, we develop the MV-GCN model for link prediction tasks.
General descriptions about each algorithm are provided as follows:
1) BASELINES OF HOMOGENEOUS DATASETS TOP [38] maps the link prediction task into the vertex classification task by representing bipartite edges as the vertices in the product graph and the intrinsic structures within the original vertices are used to define the structure of vertices in the product graph. Finally, TOP predicts the labels in the product graph by label propagation.
GRMF [35] constructs an affinity graph to encode the geometrical information and seek a matrix factorization that respects the graph structure. More specifically, GRMF adds a geometrically based regularizer into the NMF algorithm by the assumption that if two data points x i , x j are close in the intrinsic geometry of the data distribution, then the representations of this two points in the new basis are also close to each other.
PMF [33] is a probabilistic matrix factorization algorithm which adopts a probabilistic model with Gaussian observation noise. However, PMF does not utilize the side information within vertexes.
CF-NADE [34]
is a neural network-based method for collaborative filtering. This framework uses a feed-forward, multilayer autoregressive architecture for collaborative filtering with an ordinal cost. It embeds the vertices on the graph into a lower dimension representation. The embedding is then fed into a classifier for predicting the scores of new linkages.
GCMC-BEP [60]
first constructs a new graph by side information of vertexes and then feeds it into a graph convolution neural networks to transform the signals into hidden representations. Finally, it predicts the links by applying the dot product between the two vertexes on edges.
2) BASELINES OF HETEROGENEOUS DATASETS
NMF [64]
is based on the matrix factorization with constraint on non-negative factorizations. The factor dimension is set as 64 in this paper.
Bias SVD [65] is based on the matrix factorization and biases information for users and items. The factor dimension is set as 64 in this paper. SVD++ [66] is based on the matrix factorization with biases information and content information. Factor dimension is set as 64 in this paper.
MC [30] is based on matrix factorization which solves the problem as a convex optimization by replacing the rank minimization by optimizing the nuclear norm. 
IMC [31], [32]
is based on the matrix factorization which incorporates the content information of users and items.
GMC [67] proposes auto-encodings using graphstructured data with content information of users and items. However, it does not enforce the consistency between graph information and content information.
GRALS [37] the graph regularized alternating least squares algorithm is based on matrix factorization with graphbased auto-encodings of users and items.
sRGCNN [56] the separable recurrent multi-graph convolutional neural network is based on the auto-encodings derived using graph convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks, which improves the robust performance by exploiting the local stationary structures on the graph.
GC-MC [22]
is the state-of-the-art matrix completion algorithm which learns auto-encodings of users and items using graph convolutional neural networks and content information. However, it concatenates the graph embedding and content embeddings directly, which fails to make effective use of the correlation between graph embeddings and content embeddings.
D. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we compare the proposed MV-GCN with the baseline methods as listed in Table 3 in both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks and present the performance in the sense of effectiveness and robustness. To compare the performances among our model and other baseline methods fairly, each experiment is repeated with 25 random initializations. As shown in Table 4 and Figure 3 , the MV-GCN outperforms the baseline methods on both homogeneous and heterogeneous datasets. The detailed analysis is as follows.
1) LINK PREDICTION TASK ON HOMOGENEOUS NETWORKS
We evaluate MV-GCN in homogeneous networks (Cite-Seer and Cora) in the link prediction task. Table 4 shows that MV-GCN consistently and significantly outperforms all the baselines on all the two datasets with MAP and NDCG@3 metrics. Specifically, MV-GCN improves the baselines by 5.9% ∼ 354.4% (MAP) and 13.4% ∼ 529.3% (NDCG@3) in CiteSeer dataset and improves the baselines by 2.4% ∼ 249.1% (MAP) and 8.5% ∼ 326.7% (NDCG@3) in Cora dataset.
2) LINK PREDICTION TASK ON HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS
We evaluate MV-GCN in heterogeneous networks (ML-100K, Flixster, Douban, and Jester) in link prediction task. Figure 3 shows the effectiveness of MV-GCN in link prediction tasks comparing to the baselines. In addition, [22] , [56] . The RMSE on the test dataset are calculated based on 25 random initializations. † is the mean over the 25 runs. ‡ is standard deviation over the 25 runs. [56] . Baseline numbers are taken from [22] , [56] . † is the mean over the 25 runs. ‡ is standard deviation over the 25 runs. Figure 3 suggests that MV-GCN is insensitivity to the random initializations as the RMSE obtained using MV-GCN is consistently less than other methods.
The experimental results for ML-100K are presented in Table 5 . Based on the average and the standard deviation of the RMSE, we conclude that MV-GCN significantly outperforms the benchmark methods. On average, MV-GCN improves the baselines by 0.8% ∼ 45.7% Table 6 shows the results from the Flixster and Douban datasets. It illustrates MV-GCN outperforms on the Flixster dataset and achieve the compatible results on the Douban dataset. On average, MV-GCN improves the baselines in Flixter dataset by 0.8% ∼ 26.9% and 0.0% ∼ 11.6% in Douban dataset.
For the Jester dataset, we replicate the experiments using the SVD algorithm, the SVD++ algorithm, and the NMF algorithm. For this dataset, it is not applicable to the GC-MC algorithm since the ratings are not finite integers. The experimental results are presented in Table 7 . It demonstrates the MV-GCN method greatly improves the performance of link prediction by 8.6% ∼ 10.2%. Besides, we also replicate the sRGCNN model on the Jester dataset. However, it shows no sign of convergence.
E. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF REGULARITIES
Two regularity parameters are used in our proposed method. λ 1 controls the complexity of the GCN model and λ 2 controls the consistency between the auto-encodings using the GCN and the auto-encoding based on the content information.
To optimize the hyper-parameters, we validate on the validation set. Figure 4 and Figure 5 present two examples of ML-100K and Flixster respectively. When both regularity parameters (λ 1 and λ 2 ) are small, the RMSE on the training set is small. However, due to the fact of over-fitting, the RMSE on the validation set is significant. As the regularity parameters increase, the RMSE on training set increases and the RMSE on validation set decreases. The sensitivity analysis of the regularity parameters indicates our proposed model can avoid over-fitting phenomena.
F. DISCUSSION
Based on the link prediction tasks on homogeneous and heterogeneous networks, we can summarize the advantages utilizing our proposed method (MV-GCN) comparing with the existing methods including the GCMC-BEP and GC-MC models, which is regarded as the state-of-the-art models for link prediction task in homogeneous and heterogeneous networks, respectively.
For the ML-100K dataset and the Flixster dataset, MV-GCN achieves better performances compared with the GC-MC model by using less complicated models along with fewer parameters. To be more specific, the layer size used in our proposed method is 64, which is much less than 500 used in the GC-MC model. This indicates that our model efficiently integrates the interactive information and the content information to predict ratings of links. For the Douban dataset, MV-GCN achieves equivalent performance as the GC-MC model. This can be explained by the lack of content information. However, MV-GCN is still less complicated than the GC-MC model by using a smaller layer size. For the Jester dataset, MV-GCN presents its capacity to preserve high accuracy comparing with the matrix completion models including SVD, SVD++, and NMF. For this dataset, it is not applicable to the GC-MC algorithm since the ratings are not finite integers. This also suggests the generality of using our proposed method. For the citation networks (CiteSeer and Cora), MV-GCN outperforms all the baselines in both datasets with MAP and NDCG@3 metrics.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a multi-view graph Convolutional networks (MV-GCN) for link prediction tasks and validated its efficiency in both homogeneous and heterogeneous datasets. We utilize the graph convolutional neural networks to auto-encode the interactive relationship between the nodes. By enforcing the consistencies between the interactive encoders and the encoders based on the content information of the nodes in the multi-view framework, and based on the Matrix Completion method, we provide an enhanced encoder which improves the performance of link prediction tasks.
We validate our proposed method using six major benchmark datasets including two homogeneous datasets and four heterogeneous datasets. By running our proposed method using 25 random initializations for each dataset, we conclude that our proposed method consistently outperforms other state-of-the-art methods in both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks for link prediction tasks. In our paper, we also demonstrate that the regularity parameters improve the performance of the model by avoiding the over-fitting phenomenon and restrict the consistencies from multiple views.
However, we only consider information from two views: interactive relationship and content information. As part of the future work, we will investigate implementing the recommendation algorithm with multi-modal information which enriches the content information in the form of images, audios, as well as graph-based information.
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